U.S. Forces Europe Hunting, Fishing, and Sport Shooting Program

Guide to Hunting in Germany
16 – U.S. FORCES PROCEDURES (U.S. STREITKRÄFTE VORSCHRIFTEN)
Under authority from the German states of Baden-Württemberg, Bayern, Hessen, and
Rheinland-Pfalz, members of the U.S. Forces who are at least 18 years of age may take
the U.S. Forces hunting exam and gain certification for the German foreigner’s hunting
license (Ausländerjagdschein).
Hunting license application process
With their successful hunting course test certificate (AE Form 215-145E), the applicant
completes their application for issuance/renewal of a German Foreigners Hunting
License (AE Form 215-145A).

During their completion of their application, the applicant gains signature/approval of
their reliability on page 2 of the application from a lieutenant colonel (O5) or above
within the Army in Europe or USAFE, or from a civilian-equivalent supervisor.
After gaining approval for their reliability, the applicant sends their application to the
U.S. Forces Hunting, Fishing, and Sport Shooting office for validation.
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During validation, in accordance with Army Europe Regulation 215-145, the responsible
office confirms that the applicant’s U.S. Forces hunting, fishing, and sport shooting
membership will be valid during the length of the hunting license that they are seeking.
In addition, the responsible office validates the authority for the applicant’s reliability
approval.
After gaining validation, the applicant takes their application, original documents that
confirm sufficient liability insurance, two passport-sized photos, and a copy of their
hunting course test certificate to the lower hunting authority (Untere Jagdbehörde) for
the county (Landkreis) or the City (Stadt) where the applicant lives.

* IMPORTANT NOTE: All documentation for German hunting license, weapons
possession card, etc. requires a German mailing address (not an APO address).
Individuals who live in housing within U.S. installations can contact their housing office
or public affairs office to confirm the German address for their building.
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Weapons registration process
In accordance with the German weapons law, firearms registration is required in
Germany. All procedures for U.S. Forces personnel to register firearms are provided in
AE Regulation 190-6 / USAFE Instruction 31-205 / CNE-CAN-C6F Instruction 5300.15R.

Sport Shooter

The proponent for the hunting and
shooting programs for the U.S.
Forces in Europe is IMCOM-Europe.

Hunter

Request FBI criminal-background check (AE Form 190-6D, Part A). Turn in at local Field Registry
Station (FRS) field office or mail to USAREUR Registry (RMV), Unit 29230, APO AE 09136-9230.
Join a U.S. Forces hunting, fishing, and sportshooting program or German shooting club.

Complete a U.S. Forces hunting course.

Participate in a shooting program for a minimum
of 18 times over 12 months. Outdoor recreation
(hunting/sport-shooting) facilities or rod-and-gun
clubs issue certificates of need (AE Form 190-6L).

After the FBI background check is completed, the
applicant approved to proceed requests O5 (or
higher) approval on the statement of reliability (AE
Form 190-6H), application for hunting license (AE
Form 215-145A), and the application for a
weapons possession card (AE Form 190-6H).

Study online U.S. Forces Guide to Sport Shooting,
participate in basic knowledge training and pass
examination at a USAG sport-shooting program
outdoor recreation (hunting/sport-shooting) facility
or USAFE rod-and-gun club. Applicant receives
certificate of examination regarding technical
knowledge (AE Form 190-6K).

Obtain validation from IMCOM-Europe G9 on AE
Form 215-145A. Take this form to local German
Landratsamt (Untere Jagdbehörde). Apply for and
receive German hunting license.

After the FBI background check is completed, the
applicant approved to proceed requests O5 (or
higher) approval on statement of reliability (AE
Form 190-6H) and attaches the statement to the
application for a permit (AE Form 190-6D, Part B,
for initial application only).

Attach statement of reliability (AE Form 190-6H)
to application for permit pursuant to German
Weapons Law (AE Form 190-6D, Part B, for initial
application only).
After receiving Bundesverwaltungsamt (BVA)
invoice, and paying for registration, email copy of
payment receipt to USAREUR Registry and to the
BVA POC.

Applicant submits application and supporting documents to local FRS or mails them to the RMV. The
RMV verifies contents and sends them to BVA for approval. After review, BVA notifies applicant that
application has been approved and the amount of fees the applicant must pay. Once BVA has been
informed of payment, BVA sends the WBK to the applicant.
AER 190-6, Figure 1, Firearm Registration Requirements
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Privately owned weapons storage requirements:

Installation outdoor recreation program hunting instruction staff can advise on weapons storage safes.
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Borrowing or loaning a firearm to another U.S. Forces hunter
This is possible between U.S. Forces hunters who both have a valid Jagdschein.
This is only possible for owned & registered long guns (rifles and/or shotguns).
Borrowing or loaning a handgun is illegal.
Please refer to Guide 16a for the printable document that is required for loaning/borrowing.
German Weapons Possession Card (Waffenbesitzkarte / WBK)
After receiving issuance of a WBK from the German Federal Administrative Office
(Bundesverwaltungsamt / BVA), the U.S. Forces hunter (or sport shooter) is responsible
for keeping their WBK with them at all times when they are transporting or using their
registered firearm(s).
As they prepare for their permanent change of station (PCS) move away from Germany,
all U.S. Forces hunters (and sport shooters) are responsible for initiating de-registration
of their firearms with the USAREUR Registry and initiating ATF Form 6 (Application and
Permit for Importation of Firearms and Ammunition) for any firearms and ammo that
they intend to ship or transport to the United States. ATF registration process requires
as much as six or more months.
Before departing from Germany, all U.S. Forces hunters (and sport shooters) are
responsible for turning in their WBK to the USAREUR Registry. All hunters and sport
shooters are encouraged to keep a copy of their WBK, as it could be very useful in reregistration if/when they have an opportunity to be stationed in Germany again.
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Hunting in Germany (Jagd in Deutschland)
Now it happens! (Jetzt gehts los!)
After acquiring a German hunting license, permission to hunt is still required.
Government land & forests
It is possible for U.S. Forces hunters to gain permission for hunting via federal
(Bundesforstverwaltung), state (Landesverwaltung), or local (Stadtverwaltung)
government authorities. For hunting, these authorities are normally based in the main
forest office (Hauptforstamt) or Forstamt for the area of responsibility.
Normally, if the Forstamt has an opening for a hunter within local government land, they
offer the hunter an opportunity to buy a permit to hunt within a specific area. These
permits are known as Begehungsschein or Erlaubnisschein. The contract associated
with the permit explains the costs associated with hunting, the available game, and
procedures for processing harvested game.
Private Reviers
It is also possible for U.S. Forces hunters to gain permission for hunting via private
reviers. Many U.S. Forces hunters have been successful with this possibility by
meeting with the Revier rights-holder (Revierpächter) via another U.S. Forces hunter or
via the local U.S. Forces installation hunting program coordinator.
As with all aspects of hunting in Germany, it is extremely helpful for a U.S. Forces
hunter to have mastered some basics in German language and Jägersprache before
seeking a Begehungsschein or an opportunity to hunt in a private revier.
Federal Training Areas
An aspect of the U.S. Forces program that remains viable since the Cold War era, U.S.
Forces hunters can seek opportunities for red deer stag hunts (Rothirschjadg) in the
federal training areas. During each hunting year, the entire range of red deer stags can
be available.
For class I and class II red deer stags, hunters should submit a request by using the
following form (available from the U.S. Forces Hunting, Fishing, and Sport Shooting
documents and publications website):
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IIB / IIIB Hirschjagd
In addition to hunts for class I and class II red deer, the federal forest offices at
Grafenwöhr and Hohenfels often work with the U.S. Forces office to schedule hunts for
U.S. Forces hunters to help complete the forest conservation plan for class IIB and IIIB
Abschusswild.
Here are some important points that can help U.S. Forces hunters enjoy these opportunities:
- Understand that there is never a firm date for the forest office or for the U.S. Forces
office to announce these hunting opportunities. Ensuring that the U.S. Forces office has
an unofficial email address is a good way to be informed of the most current info.
- When requesting an invitation for these hunts, the hunter is not invited until they
receive a written invitation from the Forstamt.
- Per Army Regulation 215-1, priority for invitations goes to U.S. Forces active duty
personnel. The U.S. Forces office also makes opportunities available for U.S. Forces
hunters who are civilians or family members, but priority remains as stated in chapter
7-1 of the referenced regulation.
- The U.S. Forces Hunting, Fishing, and Sport Shooting Office is the information source
for U.S. Forces hunters who wish to receive an invitation for the subject IIB / IIIB red
deer hunts. U.S. Forces hunters who directly contact the Grafenwöhr Forstamt or the
Hohenfels Forstamt will lessen their chances of receiving an invitation to these hunts.
- After receiving an invitation, the invited hunter is obligated to RSVP (send their
acceptance confirmation, or send their regrets in not being able to hunt) ASAP.
- Invitations to these hunts are non-transferrable. U.S. Forces hunters who have
accepted an invitation are obligated to inform both the U.S. Forces office and the
applicable Forstamt if they become unavailable to participate in their scheduled hunt.

The above maps show the location of Forstamt Grafenwöhr
in relation to the town of Grafenwöhr and the 7th Army JMTC Training Area.
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